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2[ ]( )where id1 = id2( ), name1 ! name2( ), zone1 = zone2( )
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WHAT’S NEXT?
So far we have been modeling total orders of events
focus on before and after relation
Creates temporal and spatial patterns of event common 
for simulations
BRANCHING EVENTS MODEL
WITH SHANE HUBBARD  
Extend this research to capture multiple possibilities 
For example, what might happen in the future or what might have 
happened in the past
Useful for emergency response, public safety, spatial decision support
BRANCHING: DIVERGENCE
Divergence
A key element of branching
After an initial event, two more 
are possible
recursive
BRANCHING:CONVERGENCE
Convergence
Where prior to an event, 
two or more events are 
possible
COMBINING ALL ELEMENTS
Both converging and 
diverging can be 
combined
SUMMARY
Have been considering spatiotemporal semantics associated with 
moving objects
Different kinds of events
routine, noteworthy, unexpected...
Different classes of paths of moving objects
Extend underlying temporal model to support branching events
QUESTIONS?
                                                                       
